Norah Head Lighthouse Land Manager Board
P.O. Box 4 Toukley, NSW 2263 Australia

January 2022 Newsletter
Due to the sterling efforts of our Site Manager, Tracy Stubbing, who fertilised and
regularly mowed our turf which is looking better than ever, despite the NHLRLM Board
having to cut back on turf maintenance spending last year.
The NHLRLMB encourages everyone to come and enjoy the Lighthouse Reserve over
the holidays. We can offer limited Tower Tours commencing in January 2022. Please
be aware that the situation is constantly under review and our Web Site and Facebook
Page will try and keep you up to date on when Tower Tours recommence.
https://norahheadlighthouse.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/NorahHeadLighthouse/

LIMITED LIGHTHOUSE TOWER TOURS ARE AVAILABLE - PLEASE PHONE FOR
DETAILS
ACCOMMODATION & WEDDINGS AVAILABLE
Visit our web site for details or call our Site Manager, Tracy Stubbings on 0452 564 102.
________________________________________________

Crown Reserves Infrastructure Fund
The NHLRLM Board put in two grant applications in 2021 for Crown Reserves
Infrastructure Funds totalling $290,410.00. Of this $233,404.00 was for CRIF 2021
Application 210290 Items under Rule A (Infrastructure) and $57,006.00 for CRIF 2021
Application 210065 Items under Rule B (Weeds).
The NHLRLM Board’s 2021 Management Plan lists over 20 items that require funding
to help make the Reserve all it could be. All in all, it would require about $1.5million
to undertake everything. There is approximately $600,000.00 needed to address what
the NHLRLM Board considers as priority Items.
This year two NSW Government Stimulus Funded projects, a new Storage Workshop
and an Upgrade of the Electricity Supply will be constructed. Delays in the Minister
announcing the 2021 CRIF funding last year has made it very difficult for the NHLRLM
Board to plan what additional works it can undertake. Some of the projects requires
blocking out accommodation to have the work done. Accommodation for Quarters
render repairs have been blocked out for 4 days in May, 2022, and 4 days from 20th
to 23rd June, 2022 for access roadworks. Nearly all of 2022’s accommodation has
already been booked. If 2021 CRIF funding becomes available for items like lead paint
removal from the eaves and facia of the Quarters this will be difficult to program.
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The 2021 Volunteers Christmas Party
The NHLRLM Board celebrated Christmas this year at the lighthouse. A B-B-Q was put
on for our volunteers on Tuesday 14th December 2021 at the Stables, going in a small
way to thank the volunteers for their contributions to the Lighthouse Reserve in this
difficult year. It was great to be able to celebrate!
The Board’s Site Manager, Tracy Stubbings, had agreed to host the event and made
all the arrangements. With the help of her mum, Wendy Taylor, Tracy put on a spread
that was, to put it simply, superb! There was bon-bons and a Secret Santa, so everyone
got a present. Everything was beautifully catered for from a large choice of drinks,
plenty of nibbles, cheese platters and biscuits, and finger food for starters. There were
B-B-Q sausages, kebabs and steaks with fried onions. This was followed by a selection
of scrumptious cakes for dessert. So, on behalf of the NHLRLM Board a hearty vote of
thanks and well done to Tracy and Wendy for hosting such a successful party.

Tracy helping Neil Rose give out the Secret Santa presents
In addition, a special thank you goes to Ken Greenwald and John Vaughn who slaved
away and did a marvellous job at the B-B-Q.

Ken Greenwald and John Vaughn
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2021 Stimulus Funding – Upgrade of Reserve’s Electricity Supply
The NHLRLMB invited Public Tenders for the upgrade of the electrical supply to 3
phase, involving poles and wires and associated connections to existing infrastructure
for the Norah Head Lighthouse Reserve, 40 Bush Street, Norah Head, NSW, 2263. In
November, tenders were advertised in the Sydney Morning Herald, the Newcastle
Herald, the Daily Telegraph, and the local Central Coast Community News publications.
The closing date for Tenders was the 3rd December 2021.
On 14th December, 2021 the NHLRLMB accepted Syscon’s tender in the amount of
$166,210.00, including GST for the work. The NHLRLMB was please to be able to award
the contract to a local Wyong based company. Syscon employs a team of over 45 local
workers, owns 1800sqm of warehousing and office space on a 6000sqm site at North
Wyong and possesses over 50 pieces of plant and equipment.

Syscon at Lucca Rd Wyong

Construction will commence in January 2022 and is scheduled to be completed in
May 2022.
Keepers Watch Café
In my September 2020 Newsletter I reported that the mobile food van on the reserve
had remained closed since March 2020. The agreement that the van’s owners had with
the Board expired in July 2020. A dispute had arisen between the Board and the van’s
owners and the Board was awaiting advice from the Minister for Crown Lands, Melinda
Pavey, on a resolution to this matter. Crown Lands made an offer was made to the
owners for a new twelve-month contract. This offer was not taken up. The mobile
food van was removed from the Reserve on Friday 10th December 2021.
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STARLINK
On Friday 17th December 2021 Th NLLRLM Board had a new Starlink internet service
installed to replace the old NBN Satellite service.

Old NBN Satellite Dish

New Starlink Antenna

NBN fibre internet has never been available on the Reserve. At the 22 February, 2018,
meeting of the then Norah Head Lighthouse Trust it was resolved to install a NBN Satellite
dish to provide internet connections to the Office. iiNet were engaged on a 2-year
contract to provide the satellite connection.
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SpaceX developed a low latency, broadband internet system to meet the needs of
consumers across the globe, enabled by a constellation of low Earth orbit satellites. By
using advanced satellites in a low orbit, Starlink enables video calls, online gaming,
streaming, and other high data rate activities that historically have not been possible with
satellite internet. Users can expect to see download speeds between 100 Mbps and 200
Mbps and latency as low as 20ms in most locations.
From the test results obtained it is clear the Starlink service is far superior to the NBN
Service. The test results are as follows: both were tested via Wi-Fi in the Office.

Starlink Service Tests – Best and Worst results taken from multiple tests.

iiNet NBN Service Tests – Best and Worst results taken from multiple tests
Even though the Download speeds show high numbers, the “Ping” (the delay between
a request and a response) is the most impressive part.
This is 20 times better on the Starlink service and has an immediately noticeable effect
on general web use.
The iiNet Satellite Plan provided a 25Mbps service with 60GB of Data during waking
hours (7am – 1am) and 190GB of data during sleeping hours (1am – 7am) this is
effectively useless for all but very basic internet browsing and email use.
The Starlink Australia Internet Plan provides unlimited downloads at speeds superior
to NBN fibre to the node installations.
The NHLRLM Board is now investigating ways to improve the Wi Fi service inside the
three quarters as the thick concrete walls restricts the Wi Fi signal.
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Norah Head Annual Merchant Navy Service 4th Of December 2021
Article from MERCHANT NAVY NEWS Newsletter of the Merchant Navy Association and the Merchant Navy
RSL Sub-Branch NSW

Edition 26 Xmas 2021

Capt. Iain Steverson (photo from file)
ADDRESS by CAPT. IAIN STEVERSON
We again assemble at this lovely tranquil venue, to remember the sinking of the Australian
coastal ship NIMBIN, close by offshore, on 5 December 1940. A victim of a German mine,
with the loss of seven Australian seafarers.
We also again acknowledge the part played by the Members of the Merchant Navy, in the
many, now long forgotten wars that Australia has participated in.
President Roosevelt of the USA in WW2 referred to the Merchant Navy as the ’Fourth Arm
of the Military Services’. The Merchant Navy and its personnel played the KEY role in both
the major world wars. Unfortunately for many years, after the war concluded in 1945,
former Merchant Navy seafarers, were not treated with the same recognition by the
Government, in comparison to those of the other Three Services. These Three Services
were almost totally dependent on the Merchant Navy, for their all-encompassing logistic
support. Today the Merchant Navy’s outstanding record and efforts are not generally
known, appreciated, or is their part, even understood by today’s public. This lack of
understanding or acknowledgement is especially noted in the National War Memorial
Museum, Canberra. The only major Merchant Navy exhibit observed, relates to the tragic
sinking of the British owned and manned, Australian Government requisitioned Red Cross
ship CENTAUR tragically sunk off the Queensland coast.
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The Dreadful Human Waste of War.
War is cruel, and the Merchant Navy during WW2 resulted in 36,000 British and
Commonwealth Seafarers, became casualties, this included 678 known Australian
Seafarers. This casualty figure resulted in a higher proportion per individual than any
other Service in that conflict, and sadly many have only the Sea as their resting place.
Those many brave WW2 Merchant Seafarers, gave their lives for the quality of life that
each of us present are fortunate to enjoy today. As the diminishing number of WW2
veterans slowly pass away, it is important that we, the modern generations, keep their
memory alive, never forgetting their brave and dedicated efforts.
We acknowledge this year the dreadful tragedy of the loss of HMAS SYDNEY. We have
recently been reminded, with the identification of the body of the lone survivor, that just
over 80 years ago, the Royal Australian Navy’s light cruiser, HMAS SYDNEY was sunk on
19 November 1941 with the loss of 683 lives, in a furious gun battle with the fast German
Armed Auxiliary Cruiser, a converted merchant ship , KORMORAN ex STEIERMARK, off the
Western Australian Coast, near Geraldton. KORMORAN had previously intercepted, as one
of the many ships she had captured and sunk during her voyaging, was the Australian
manned and registered steamer MAREEBA on 26 June 1941, near Cocos-Keeling Islands
in the Indian Ocean, taking the crew as prisoners of war.
I would like to give three examples of British Merchant Navy Ships, with an association
with Australia which were lost tragically in WW2.
A little-known incident, and long-forgotten short sharp devastating gun battle took place
in the Tasman Sea on August 20, 1940. This was the action between another fast German
Armed Auxiliary cruiser ORION, ex KURMARK, also a requisitioned merchant ship, which
took place on August 20, 1940. The New Zealand Shipping Company refrigerated cargo
ship TURAKINA, was intercepted halfway across the Tasman Sea, on passage from Sydney
to Wellington. TURAKINA had previously loaded 4,000 ton of lead, at Port Pirie, wheat,
dried fruit at Melbourne, and wool at Sydney. In New Zealand ports she was to complete
the loading of frozen meat, each of these cargoes being desperately needed for Great
Britain’s War effort, and survival.
At 5.30pm the ORION suddenly came out of heavy rain squalls, and ordered TURAKINA
to stop, and not to use her radio to alert the shore Radio Stations, with the appropriate
Raider Distress Signal. Instead, Captain Jock Laird ignored the German orders on both
counts, turned his ship stern onto the raider, to allow his sole armament, an ancient 4.5inch gun WW1 relic to engage the raider. TURAKINA proved no match against the
ORION’s modern armament of six 5.9-inch quick firing guns. The battle is recorded by
the Germans as being all over by 6.12pm. ORION followed the brutal shelling with two
torpedoes with the TURAKINA sinking finally at 6.22pm. An extract from the action
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recorded by survivors was “having given the order to abandon ship, Captain Laird came
down from the bridge badly injured, and wanted “another shot at the bastards”. The Third
Officer pointed out at that stage only the muzzle of the gun was above the water!” The
raider fortunately picked up 21 survivors, who became POWs. Captain Laird was amongst
the 38 killed. This first enemy engagement in Australasian waters, shattered the calm and
complacency of the Australian and New Zealand Navies and Air forces, that had prevailed
since the start of the then European WW2, which had begun 12 months earlier.”
I draw two examples of comparisons between the ships of the Merchant and Naval
Services as to how they are remembered,
Two examples of tragic mysterious Merchant ship sinkings with an Australian connection
occurred also 80 years ago. The first was the brand-new Federal Navigation Company
cargo ship, NOTTINGHAM, on her maiden voyage from Glasgow, crossing the Atlantic
independently to the USA, with a cargo of whisky for much needed US dollars. On
completion of discharge, she was scheduled to commence loading for Australian ports.
Instead, NOTTINGHAM, was torpedoed on 7 November 1941 just two weeks into her
voyage, with the loss of all 62 persons. The sinking was not confirmed until after the war
from information gleaned from U-boat records. When she failed to arrive at New York it
was assumed she had been a U-boat victim. Another mysterious loss was that of the large
British passenger cargo liner CERAMIC that visited Port of Newcastle on many occasions
and major Australian ports over three decades. This outstanding ship, which was a familiar
sight in Newcastle, during her extended service, was the White Star cargo passenger liner
CERAMIC, of 1913, built for White Star Line’s Australasian service, between Great Britain,
and Australia. and New Zealand, which that company had inaugurated in 1899. In the case
of CERAMIC built for the same company, (White Star Line) originally as her more
publicized bigger sister TITANIC, the story of which is well covered even today, in print
and visual media and her memory is in complete contrast to her younger sister. CERAMIC
originally carried 600 third class passengers, plus large general cargoes outbound,
refrigerated cargoes, minerals and wool on her return. Passage was via Capetown, South
Africa, each way, with calls at most main Australian ports. A significant aspect of this ship
is that it remained a coal burning steamer with a similar engine arrangement as TITANIC
for all her 29 years of service. This resulted in her being a frequent visitor to the Port of
Newcastle, to take on coal bunkers for her return voyage North. CERAMIC was the longest
and largest ship, to trade in Australia at 675 feet in length, for her 29 years and had an
enormous cargo capacity, for the time of 19,500 deadweight tons. A comparison with
recently remembered ships of last century, she had the same deadweight carrying
capacity as BHP’s Whyalla, 1960s built ore carrying sisters, IRON FINDERS/DAMPIER and
was in fact 100 feet longer (33m) than that pair! CERAMIC was the longest ship to visit
Australia until the arrival of the Orient Line ORCADES in 1948. During WW1 CERAMIC was
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utilized both as a troop ship, for the Australian Expeditionary forces and because of her
large refrigeration capacity, was also employed mainly on her original trade with Australia.
Sold in 1934, to Shaw Savill Line, who retained her in the Australian service. In WW2, she
remained sailing independently in the Australian trade, due to her large refrigerated,
general cargo capacity and passenger accommodation. As a coal burning ship, was also
able to receive large quantities of good steaming coal in Australia, saving on scarce oil
fuel at both voyage terminals.
On 23 November 1942, CERAMIC left Liverpool for Australia with 378 passengers,
including many women and children together with a crew of 278.

The first actual

confirmation of her loss was when she failed to arrive at Capetown nearly two weeks later.
It was many months later, that it was discovered that she had been torpedoed and sunk
by U-boat U-515 at midnight, on the night of 6 December 1942, west of the Azores in the
Atlantic. Due to heavy winter gales in the area at the time, there was only one survivor,
an Army Engineer which the U -boat picked up the next day and incarcerated as a POW
and not released till wars end. Retribution did come some months later, when U-515 was
sunk by US Navy Destroyers, who captured her Captain and Crew with the former being
killed trying to escape.
CERAMIC’s end received no initial publicity due to war time censorship and not much is
known about her actual demise, due to her sudden disappearance without even
apparently a distress radio signal. In one short action, a ship was lost with 656 deceased
nearly as many as the complement of HMAS SYDNEY or the total of all the Australian
Merchant Seafarers WW2 casualties. In this case however, the casualty list, besides that
of the ships Company also included civilians, passengers, men, women, and children,
destined for Australia. It would have been a horrendous unthinkable death, for her
passengers and crew especially the engine room ratings.
A Final Thought on the predicament of Current Seafarers in this Covid Pandemic World.
Now days, Merchant ships are not being subjected to sinking by Military action, but
instead their crews are treated everywhere, like seagoing pariahs, not allowed shore leave,
in most ports of the world, unable to be relieved or replaced, difficulty obtaining Covid
vaccination, or in many cases remaining unvaccinated.

This all exacerbates their

predicament, stuck in their steel prisons, with minimum communications, with their
families and loved ones far away, as they go about their normal duties. Please always
remember today's Merchant Seafarers of the World and their Families as they go about
their business keeping the wheels of industry moving and all far from home.
Thank you for your attention as we all look forward to a better 2022.
Iain Steverson 4/12/21
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Wreaths At The Memorial Anchor

Emma McBride MP Member for Dobell lays
a wreath

Toukley RSL Pipes and Drums played

Land Manager Board Chair Neil Rose with
fellow Board Member Ian McNaught and
David Mehan MP Member for The Entrance

From the Norah Head Lighthouse Reserve Land
Manager Board
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